OG&E Given $35.2 Million Rate Hike

By Ray Mortley
OKLAHOMA CITY (UPI) - The Oklahoma Corporation Commission approved a $35.2 million rate hike for Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co. for the first time since 1979. This will be the highest increase in the company's history.

The utility firm, which is the major provider of natural gas and electricity, has been criticized recently for its handling of consumer complaints and for its high rates compared to other companies.

The rate hike will affect both residential and commercial customers. The average homeowner will see an increase of about $15 per month, while commercial customers will see a hike of about $60 per month.

The utility has argued that the rate increase is necessary to fund new infrastructure and to maintain current service levels.

Carter Upsets Near?
By Clay R. Richards
UPI Political Writer

President Carter took the measure of his own party as he confronted a series of pre-election challenges, including a possible challenge to his candidacy from Sen. Edward M. Kennedy.

Kennedy, a long-time Carter supporter, has recently indicated that he may run for the presidency in 1980, potentially splitting the Democratic vote and giving an advantage to Republican challenger Ronald Reagan.

Despite the challenges, Carter remained confident, telling reporters after a White House meeting with Democratic leaders, "I am not going to be defeated by these attacks." He added, "We'll fight back with the help of the American people."

The president's campaign is facing a difficult task, as recent poll results suggest that Reagan enjoys a significant lead in the polls.

Final Trip Home
A military honor guard carries one of 21 caskets returning to the United States. The remains of American soldiers and the remains of a Polish team. They were killed in a Polish team in a series of terrorist attacks in Poland.

Bill Goes To House
Tuition Hikes Passed
OKLAHOMA CITY (UPI) - The Senate Monday passed the bill authorizing tuition hikes to be raised by amounts averaging about 4 percent over the next two years. The bill is expected to be considered by the House of Representatives as soon as Thursday.

Sen. Herbert Ross (D-Enid), who authored the bill, said the tuition increase is necessary to fund new infrastructure and to maintain current service levels.

The increase will be used to build new facilities and to improve existing ones. The University of Oklahoma and Oklahoma State University are expected to benefit the most.

Balanced Budget Unveiled
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Carter unveiled a balanced budget plan that would cut spending and raise taxes to reduce the federal deficit.

Carter's plan calls for a 3.5 percent cut in non-defense spending and a 6 percent increase in defense spending. The plan also includes a 14 percent tax increase.

The president said the plan is a "balanced approach" that would "help reduce the deficit and get us back on track." He added, "This is not a quick fix, but it is a necessary step."
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Burdens Of State Weighing On Carter

WASHINGTON — The burdens of the presidency are taking their toll as the tumultuous second year of the Carter administration draws to a close.

From the beginning, it has been evident that President Carter is struggling with the demands of the job. The pressures of being in the White House have taken a toll, and it is evident in the way he interacts with others.

Robert Wagman

Budget Slashing And Vote Counting

We Hope So Dept.

Symbolic Poses

Thoughts

"The mood of the lounge" is not something that one can count on from week to week, but it does seem to be the mood of the times. The mood is not one of optimism, but rather a sense of resignation. The mood is not one of confidence, but rather a sense of uncertainty. The mood is not one of hope, but rather a sense of despair.

"If they leave me on the hill with the rest of the dead men, I'll take it as a sign that I've done nothing wrong. If they leave me on the hill with the rest of the dead men, I'll take it as a sign that I've done nothing wrong."

Dick West
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ATTENTION SPENCER RESIDENTS

CABLE TV SPECIAL ELECTION TODAY

Pools open until 7 p.m.

The issue is clear: Cable TV is the easy, way to save for Spencer residents to have a greater choice of television channels.

Spencer Fire Station
8310 NE 36th

VOTE "FOR" CABLE TV TODAY!

Sylvia Porter

"The gods are angry. So first, are there any volunters?"
Cancer Spreads To Shah's Liver

Malcolm X died after being shot in a New York City Auditorium on Feb. 21, 1965. His death was ruled a homicide, and his killer, Frank Lucas, was later arrested and convicted. Malcolm X's son, Malcolm X Jr., said his father was killed for his criticism of the Nation of Islam. The Nation of Islam, headed by Malcolm X's mentor, Elijah Muhammad, denied any involvement in the killing.

Court Won't Stop Deportation Plans

WomansaysCoffee

Woman Says Coffee Caused Birth Defects

Moslem Rebels Pull Off Surprise Attack

By United Press International

The Moslem rebels in the besieged city of Tripoli have announced the capture of the Tripoli airport and the complete occupation of the city.
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Tulsaan Sues City Firm

Levi's Law

Tulsaan Sues City Firm

Tulsaan, a Tulsa, Okla., based Paints, Varnishes and Chemicals Co., has filed a lawsuit against the city of Tulsa alleging that the city has violated its contract with Tulsaan.

Jury Receives Presley Autopsy

By Associated Press

The jury in the Presley trial received the autopsy report of Elvis Presley on Tuesday. The report showed that Presley died of a heart attack while in a Florida hotel room.
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Woman Says Coffee Caused Birth Defects

Woman says coffee caused birth defects. She claims coffee is responsible for her child's deformities and seeks compensation.
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The Moslem rebels in the besieged city of Tripoli have announced the capture of the Tripoli airport and the complete occupation of the city.
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**SPORTSLOG**

**Matlack Continues To Sizzle For Texas; Reds Tumble, 2-1**

By Walter Johnson

The Texas Rangers International Sugar Kings defeated the New York Mets, 2-1, in the second game of their series here tonight. Matlack, the ace of the Ranger's pitching staff, shut out the Mets for six innings. In the seventh inning, he allowed one unearned run but was still the winning pitcher. The Rangers took the lead in the fourth inning when Matlack singled to score the only run of the game.

**Canadian To Boycott Games**

By John Smith

The Canadian Olympic Committee has announced that it will boycott the Summer Olympic Games in Los Angeles. The committee cited the United States' refusal to exchange televised rights with Canada as the reason for its decision. The boycott will affect all Canadian athletes who were expected to compete in the Games.

**Golf**

**Sooners Tumble To Hurricane**

By Mary Johnson

The Oklahoma Sooners lost to the University of Houston, 4-3, in the NCAA Championship Series. The game was held in Houston, Texas. The Sooners, who were favored to win, were unable to hold off the talented Hurricane team. The game was postponed due to rain on the second day, but was completed the next day.

**NBA Playoffs**

**Cowboys Continue Torrid Hitting**

By John Smith

The Dallas Cowboys continued their torrid hitting tonight, defeating the New England Patriots, 34-14. The Cowboys scored seven runs in the second inning, breaking the game wide open. Quarterback Brad Johnson threw for three touchdowns, leading the Cowboys to victory.

**ATTENTION SAFETY DIRECTORS**

**WHY WORRY ABOUT SHOE BIZ??**

For A Company
Discount On Shoes Or Boots For Your Employees...

**RED WING**

522 N.W. 23rd

CALL Larry Deiter at 523-7980

Mon.-Sat.

**Singleton, Flanagan Not Likely To Repeat**

By John Smith

Singleton, who was the leading scorer in the NBA last season, and Flanagan, who was the leading scorer in the NFL, are not likely to repeat their performances this year. Singleton, who lost his starting job last season, is now playing third string for the Golden State Warriors. Flanagan, who was traded to the New York Giants, has been struggling to find his rhythm at quarterback.

**89ers Pound Tidewater Improve Record To 7-1**

By Mary Johnson

The 89ers beat the Tidewater, 6-2, tonight in the first game of their series. The 89ers, who have a 7-1 record this season, scored four runs in the first inning, setting the tone for the game. The Tidewater, who were unable to keep up with the 89ers' offensive onslaught, scored only one run in the second inning.

**Spartans Subdue Douglass**

By John Smith

The Michigan State Spartans defeated the Michigan State University, 6-2, in the first game of their series. The Spartans, who have a 5-2 record this season, scored four runs in the first inning, breaking the game wide open. The Michigan State University, who were unable to find their rhythm, scored only one run in the second inning.
British Woman Due 80 Lashes

LONDON (CNS) - A British woman was due to be flogged in Saudi Arabia later this week for having astage of 80 lashes, as punishment for her alleged sexual infidelity.

An official source told newspapers in London that the woman in her early 30's, who was identified as Mrs. Smith, had been sentenced to 100 lashes at a court in the city of Jeddah.

The source said that the woman had confessed to a charge of adultery, but had been allowed to pay a fine of $2,000 as a lesser punishment. She was found guilty of adultery and faced the court's recommendation for 100 lashes.

Garden Insects Hard To Control

By JOHN SMITH

In his book "The Insect Problem: How to Kill Them with Ease," Mr. Smith describes various techniques for controlling insects. He suggests using diatomaceous earth or neem oil for killing millipedes and slugs. For ants, he recommends a trap made from a sugar solution.

Lloyd's Of London Gets Rival In U.S.

NEW YORK (CNS) - Lloyd's of London, the world's oldest insurance association, is facing competition from a new organization that will offer similar services in the United States.

The new organization, called the American Insurance Exchange, has been formed with the backing of a number of major U.S. companies. The American Insurance Exchange plans to challenge Lloyd's in the lucrative market for marine insurance.

Silver Due Reins?

WASHINGTON (CNS) - A group of U.S. senators has introduced legislation to restrict the use of silver in jewelry and other products. The bill, which has been introduced by Senator John Smith, would require manufacturers to use only 100% pure silver in their products.

The bill would also ban the use of any metal other than silver in jewelry and other products. The legislation is supported by the American Silver Association, which represents the silver industry.

Mercouri Mixing Parliament With Acting

In contrast to the situation in the U.S., where members of Congress are prohibited from taking on other jobs while serving in the House or Senate, Greek Prime Minister Liberios Mercouri is able to run for parliament in 1985 as well as acting for the country.

Snow Bowl Snow Job

WASHINGTON (CNS) - The Washington snow plowing jobs are a winter tradition, with hundreds of workers clearing the streets and sidewalks of snow. This year, the snow job was particularly challenging due to the unusually heavy snowfall.

The snow plowing jobs are a major source of employment for many local residents. More than 1,000 workers are involved in the snow plowing effort, and the City of Washington has invested millions of dollars in snow plowing equipment.
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